POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji February 3, 2020
Magha 14, 1941

A power shut down is arranged on 11 KV Ponda feeder on February 5, 2020 from 7.00 a.m to 12.00 p.m. to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas to be affected are Haveli, Nagzari, Antrujnagar, Panditwada, Uppar Bazar, Kaziwada, Kutarkar Aecade, Hotel Menino, BSNL, Police Station, Goa State Bank, Sadar.

Similarly, a power shut down has been arranged on 11 KV Socorro feeder on February 4, 2020 from 9.30 a.m to 2.00 p.m. to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas to be affected are Ambirna, Maina, Zoswaddo, Soccorro Church, Ambewal, Kharrem and surrounding areas.

And a power shut down has been arranged on 11 KV Sangolda feeder on February 5, 2020 from 9.30 a.m to 2.00 p.m. to carry out urgent maintenance work. The areas to be affected are Kharrem, Ticlo Petrol pump, Kharrem Vetal Temple, Vaddem and surrounding areas.
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